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1. INTRODUCTION 
Questions of interest arising out of analyses of biological models often 
lead to criteria for the stability or global stability of equilibria of delay 
differential equations. Some papers dealing specifically with the global 
stability aspect are Lenhart and Travis [12], in which necessary and suf- 
ficient conditions for the global stability independent of delay for logistic 
delay equations are given, and Freedman and Gopalsamy [4], where 
criteria for three classes of models of single-species dynamics with a single 
discrete delay to have a globally asymptotically stable positive equilibrium 
independent of the length of delay were established. 
*This author’s research partially supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering 
Research Council of Canada, Grant A4823. 
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The investigations mentioned above are confined to one or two species 
population models with discrete time delays, and no work has been done 
to study the global stability of n-species Volterra systems with discrete time 
delays. 
The Volterra-Lotka and related population models in the form of 
integrodifferential equations with delay have been studied by Volterra 
[13], Leung and Zhou [lo, 111, and others. Cushing [l] among others 
proposed and studied the system of equations with delay, 
ii(t)=x,(t) 
[ 
e,+ i jm c,x,(t--O)dh,(O)], i = 1, 2, . . . . n, 
j=* O 
where IQ(~) are nondecreasing functions on [0, co) with Jp dhii(0) < cc 
for 1 SG i, j < n, ei, cii, are constants, and f = d/dt. The initial 
instantaneous effect on growth rates are achieved by assuming that 
lim e+o+[hii(8) -h,(O)] >O for each i, j. One then expects that the lag 
effects will diminish gradually at a moderate pace as one moves backward 
in time. Further, the lag effects become negligible after a certain length of 
time r > 0. Mathematically, for 8 > 0, AU(e) can reasonably be assumed to 
be of the form dhii(e) = kg(O) d(B), 16 i, j < n, where 
[HI]: kg(e) 20 and continuous for 0E [0, r]; k,(B)=0 for 
0E [r, co) and is normalized so that j;kij(0) d(B)= 1, 
[HJ: k,(e)<0 are continuous for tIE(O, r); limg,,+ k,(e) and 
lim B ~ r- k,(e) both exist, 
[H3]: E,(0) > 0 are continuous for 8 E (0, r). 
The hypothesis [Hz] accounts for the gradually diminishing effect as one 
moves backward in time, and [H3] accounts for the moderating pace of 
decrease (note that hypotheses such as [HI] to [H3] are assumed in 
cm 111). 
Leung and Zhou [ll] studied the following equations: 
&(t)=x,(t) e,+ i piixj(t)+ i s&,(0)xj(t--0) 1 , i = 1, 2, . . . . n. j=l j = 0 
The model we investigate can be written as 
ij(t)=x,(t) 
[ 
e,+ i aox,( i b,x,(t-zj) 
j=l j=l 
+,i, j :  siiwv x,(t - e) de 1 , i = 1, 2, . . . . n, (1.1) 
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where for 1 <i,j<n, ei, aijr b,, sii, rj>O, r’=max(z,r), ~=rnax,.~~Jt,) 
are constants and kij(0), 0~ [0, r] satisfy the hypotheses [H,] to [H,] 
above. 
Furthermore, we assume that the system of n equations, 
e,+ i (p,+b,+s~)xj=O, i = 1 , 2, . . . . n, (1.2) 
j= 1 
has a solution (xi, x2, . . . . x,) = (x:, x,*, . . . . x,*) with XT > 0, i = 1,2, . . . . n. 
By constructing appropriate Liapunov functionals for the models, we can 
study the global stability of the equilibrium. 
In Section 2, we establish criteria which guarantee the global stability 
(with respect to solutions with positive initial conditions) of the positive 
equilibrium of our n-species Volterra systems with discrete time delays. 
In Section 3, combining the technique of Section 2 with the type of 
Liapunov functional used by Leung and Zhou [ 11 J, we can derive condi- 
tions for global asymptotic stability of the positive equilibrium of (1.1). 
Throughout this paper we use the following notation. E” denotes the real 
Euclidean space of n-vectors. If r B 0 is given, C = C( [ -r, 01, R”) denotes 
the space of continuous functions with domain C-r, 0] and range in R”. 
If f(cp) is a function defined for every cp in C and a(t) is the right-hand 
derivative of x(t), the equation 
i(t) =S(x,h r>,O, (1.3) 
will be the autonomous functional-differential equation, where x,( 0) = 
x(t+O), eE[-r,O). 
The following theorems are utilized in obtaining the main results of this 
paper. 
THEOREM 1.1 [7, p. 4573. Let V be a continuous scalar function on C. [f 
V(q) > 0, Ijcl.3,((p) ~0 for all cp in C, R is the set of cp in C for which 
L (,,3, = 0, and M is the largest invariant set in R, then all bounded solutions 
of (1.3)for taoapproach Mas t-+cO. 
THEOREM 1.2 L-2, p. 1551. Let A be the n x n square matrix A = (a,,), 
where aii>Cj+i la,,(, i= 1,2, . . . . n. Then (Al >O. 
We also require the following definition and lemma. 
DEFINITION. The positive equilibrium (xf, XT, . . . . x,*), of (1.1) is said to 
be globally asymptotically stable if any solution (x,(t), x2(t), . . . . x,,(t)) of 
(1.1) for t > 0, with initial conditions satisfying x,(t) > 0, i = 1, 2, ,.., n, for 
t E [-r’, 0] has the property that the solution can be continued to 
tE (0, co) and (x,(t), x,(t), . . . . x,,(t)) -+ (XT, XT, . . . . x,*), as t + +cc. 
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LEMMA 1.3. Let (x,(t), x*(t), ..,, x,(t)) be a solution of(l.l)for t E (0, I], 
t>o, with initial conditions satisfying x,(t) > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . . n, for 
t E [ - T’, 01. Then xi(f) > 0 for each i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Proox The functions x,(t) are all continuous in C-z’, t], and so there 
exists a constant R > 0 such that for all i = 1, 2, . . . . n 
e,+ i u,x~(c)+ f b,xj(t-Tj) 
j=l j=l 
+ ~ JTS,k,(B) Xj(t--) de ~ -R 
j=l 0 1 
for t E [0, t]. From Eq. (l.l), we have that ii(t) > -hi(t) so long as x,(t) 
is nonnegative. Consequently, xi(t) 2 xi(O) e-Rf, when t E [0, t], and hence 
we must have that x,(t) > 0, i = 1,2, . . . . n. 
2. n-Smcm VOLTERRA SYSTEMS WITH DISCRETE TIME DELAYS 




ri+ i u,x,(z)+ i b,x,(t-z,) , i = 1, 2, . . . . n, (2.1) 
j=l j=l 1 
where for 1 <i, j<n, ri, au, 6, are constants, ~~20, r=maxrGic,,{ri}. 
x,(t), i= 1, 2, . . . . n, denotes the population density or biomass of the ith 
species at time t > 0. 
We assume that the system of n equations: 
CHII’: ri+C;=l(aq+ b,) xj=O, i = 1, 2, . . . . n, has a solution 
( Xl 9 x2, . . . . x,) = (x7, x:, . ..) x,*) with xr > 0, i= 1, 2, . . . . n. By Lemma 1.3, 
we can let 
xi(t) y,(t) = In -, 
Xi* 
i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Then system (2.1) is changed into the system 
n 
pi(t) = 1 CZijX,*(Xy’(‘)- 1) 
j=l 
+ f bux~(e.“l(f-*~)- l), i = 1, 2, . . . . n, (2.2) 
j=l 
and then (0, 0, . . . . 0) is the unique equilibrium of (2.2). 
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In order to study the global stability of the solution of (2.2), we define 
the positive definite functional V: C( [ -z, 01, R”) -+ R by 
V4b)) = Vd,(s), MS), *..2 4J.y)) (2.3 1 
= .$, x*(e 4~(o)-fji(0)-1)+ i d,jO .Y,*2(e4~r”-1)2d.Y, 
,=, 1, 
where the dj are positive constants to be chosen later. Then 
G2)(Y*rw> Y2r(SL ...> Y,,(S)) 
= 1 C a,,,y,*(eJr(‘) - 1) wyI(e-“J(‘J - 1 ) 
r=l j=l 
+ C C b..~*(e.~~(‘)- 1) x:(eJJ(‘~ ‘I)- 1) 
r=l j=l 
n 
+ 1 d,x,+[(eYdf’ - 1)2 _ (e-“~” -7~1 - 1)2]. 
i= I 
Consequently 
= i E a,,x*(e)‘(” - l)(e~l(“’ _ 1) x7 
r=l ,=l 
+ f dixT2[( ,+w) _ 1)2 _ (edt( ~78) _ 1 )2] 
i=l 
= i i UjjWi(0) Wj(O)+ i i h(jW;(O) W,(-T,) 
i=l j=l i=l ,=I 
+ i di( Wi(O)‘- Wi( -T;)') 
i=l 
= -WBW=, 
where W,(s) =x,+(&(‘)-- l), SE C-T, 01, 
w= (w,(o), w,(o), . . . . w,(o), w,( -T,), . . . . w,,-Tn)), 
(2.4) 
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and B is the 2n x 2n square matrix given by 
aI1 -4 
aI2 + azl _- -!!A! -L!2 a,, + 41 b - -- . -‘1 
2 2 2 2 2 
a12+azl -azz-d, a2” + ad b b -- ... _- -2 -2 
b 
. -2 
2 2 2 2 2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
al, + anI a2” + an2 -- -- . . . . . . 
2 2 
-an” -d, -2 -!f -+ 
E= 
b --?I b -41 
b nl . . . -- 2 d, 0 . . . 0 2 2 
-2 b -2 b . . . -2 b ‘.. 
2 2 2 
0 d2 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
b,, 6, b -- .,. -2 0 0 . 2 2 2 4 
L 
(2.5) 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that hypotheses [H, J’ and JH,]‘: C;=,(jbJ + Ibiil) 
+ Cy= l,j* j (ati+ Ujil < -2a,i, i = 1, 2, . . . . n hold. Then the positive 
equilibrium (xf, XT, . . . . x,*) of (2.1) is globally asymptotically stable. 
Proof Suppose B1, B,, . . . . B,, are principal minors of B given by (2.5). 
Then B is positive definite if and only if (B,( >O, i= 1, 2, . . . . 2n. By [Hz]‘, 
we can find di > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . . n, satisfying the inequality 
; i Ibill <di< -aij-; ,i (a,+ajil -; $ IbJ. 
J=l J=l J=l 
j#i 
(2.6) 
Inequalities (2.6) can be written in the form 
-‘ii-d,>; .i (u~+u~,] +[ ,i lbiil 
J=l J=l 
j+i (2.7) 
d,>i ,f Ibjil, i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
J=l 
Hence by Theorem 1.2, we obtain that lBij > 0, i= 1,2, . . . . 2n, so that the 
matrix B is positive definite. Therefore PC,,,,(#) G 0. 
For a given solution of (2.2), we get that 
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YYl,b), Y&), .*.3 Y,,(S)) 
= ,$, x*(eyf(‘) - y,(t) - 1) + i di j” (eP~(r+‘)- 1)2 ds 
i=l mTi 
d UYlO(S), Y,,(S), ...? Y??,(S)) 
=i$,x~(eY~‘o)-g,(0)-l)+ i d,j” x~2(eJ”“-1)2ds<M, 
i-1 pTi 
(2.8) 
where A4 is a positive constant. 
Suppose that one of the components of (yi , y,, . . . . y,), say y, , becomes 
unbounded, i.e., 3{ti}, O<ti<co, i=l,2,3 ,..., 3yi(ti)-+~, as i+ +cc. 
Then I/(Y~~,(s), . . . . y,,,(s)) --) +oo as i + +co, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore, all solutions of (2.2) are bounded. 
For a solution (yi,(s), yzt(s), . . . . y,,(s)) of (2.2) to belong to the largest 
invariant set such that ti (2.2j = 0, we must have that yi(t) = y,(t - ri) = 0 for 
all t in ( - co, + co). Consequently, the differential equation (2.2) implies 
that yi( t) = 0, i = 1,2, . . . . n, for all t. The largest invariant set of (2.2) such 
that tic2,2j(4) = 0 is (0, 0, . . . . 0). Since V(d) satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 1.1, the solution y,(t)=lnx,(t)/x* will therefore tend to 
(0, 0, . . . . 0), as t + +oo; that is x,(t) -+ x7, and (XT, x:, . . . . x,T) is globally 
asymptotically stable. 
3. DISCRETE AND DISTRIBUTED TIME DELAYS 
In this section assume that our integrodifferential system has the form 
e,+ i a,x,(t)+ i b,jxj(t-r,) 
j=l j= 1 
+ i jrs,k,(8)xj(t-e)de 1 , i = 1 , 2, . . . . n. (3.1) j=l O 
We further assume that the kii(t9)~ C*. By Lemma 1.3, we let y,(t) = 
In xj( t)/x,+. The system (3.1) is transformed into the system 
jj(t)= f a,xj*(eylct)- l)+ i $r,xi*(eyJ(rp7Ji,)- 1) 
j= I j= 1 
+ ,$, ji qge) xj+y4- 0) - i ) de, i = 1 , 2, . . . . n. (3.2) 
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We now define the scalar-valued Lyapunov functional 
Vd(s)) = Vh(s), h(s), . ..Y A(s)) 
= ig, x*(e++‘(O’ - d,(O) - 1) + i di Jo x*(e4JCS)- 1)2 ds 
i=l -Tz 
+; j j-r siikii(0) [s,” (&-‘)- 1) xi* &]’ de, (3.3) 
,=I 0 
where di are positive constants to be chosen later. Then 
&3,,,(q5, = -WBW=+ i i W,(O) fs,k,(0) Wj( -0) d0 
i=l j=l 0 
+ f: ,rSii~ii(0)[iff Wj(-,)dS] [Wi(O)- Wi(-e)] de 
i=l O 
= - WBW=+ i i Wi(0) j-rsDk,(t?) Wi( -8) dt? 
i=l ]=I 0 
+ i Wi(0)~ii[k.(R)j~(Wi(-s)L)lr-jrk,(8) Wi(-0)dB] 
r=l 0 0 
pi:, (Siikii(0)) k 
-; j; i?,,(0) [in” 
= -WBWT+ i (i w,(O)/‘s,W,(-B)k,(B)dB 
i= 1 j= 1 0 
j#i 
Wi(-s)ds ‘df9 1 
+Qrir- k,(e)[J; Wi(-s)ds]‘), 
where Wi= (W,(O), W,(O), . . . . W,(O), W,( -zl), . . . . W,( -z,)), W,(e)= 
x*(e)‘@) - 1 ), 8 E [ - z’, 0] and B is the same as B in Theorem 2.1. 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume hypotheses [H, ] to [H4] hold. Suppose that 
(i) C;=1(16,/ + Ibjil)+Cj”=l,j+i (ai+Ui,l < -2Uii, i= 1,2, . . . . n. 
(ii) Sii<O, ~ii(e)>O for ~11 0~(0, r)for each i= 1, 2, . . . . n. 
(iii) sij = 0 whenever i # j. 
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Then the positive equilibrium (XT, x:, . . . . x,*) qj” system (3.1) is globall.) 
asymptotically stable. 
Proof: Let (x,(t), x2(t), . . . . x,(t)) be a solution of (3.1) with x,(t)>O, 
t E C-r’, 01. By Theorem 2.1, the first term - WBWT of PC,.,, is negative 
definite. We note that [Hz], [H3], (ii), and (iii) imply that ~,~,z,dO. 
Moreover, when p C3,2j = 0, one must have 1: Wi( -s) ds = 0, for each 
OE [0, r], i= I, 2, . . . . n. The continuity of W, thus implies that W,(s) = 0. 
for SE [-r,O], i= 1,2, . . . . n, i.e., di(s)=O, for SE [-r,O], i= 1,2, . . . . n, 
if 6’t3,2,(q5) =O. It is now easy to obtain that all solutions of (3.2) are 
bounded, by Theorem 1.1. Hence y,(t) +O as t -+ x, or x,(t) +.x,7, 
i = 1, 2, ., n. 
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